want of attention to the sources of danger, and an erroneous idea that delay in overcoming the difficulties of execution beyond the limits of a brief period, implied want of skill in the operator. With press, the only even verbal alterations which we made in the narrative were the following seven,? viz., supplying the words "her," "the," "of the child," "with the crotchet," and "amnii," which were wanting in Mr R.'s manuscript, but necessary for the grammar and sense; and changing "vagina" to "maternal canals," and "was" to "seemed." Mr Rankin has printed and circulated privately a "corrected" copy of his case, in which he adopts all these alterations of ours except the last. Nay more. In this naw edition, he has himself cut off as " irrelevant" all those portions of the concluding remarks which we had cut off?so far, also, acknowledging the justice of our editorial judgment in originally omitting them ; and he has even curtailed the case of those few introductory observations of his own, which we had retained as a preface to the narrative. In this last point he has, we willingly confess, shown more judgment than we did, when we printed and retained them. eased parts, which must have passed through it; yet after contraction it freely admitted two fingers. It was irregular in form; the parts around were indurated; and with the aid of the speculum they were found to be inflamed. The bulk from the tumour above the pelvis had entirely disappeared ; but on pressure upon its former seat, and counter-pressure from within the vagina, there was still considerable fulness, which might arise from induration of the parts concerned in the recent separation and rejection of the morbid structure."
We do not stop to discuss whether it was at all probable that Mr Rankin could, as he thus fancies he did, pass two fingers into his patient's peritoneal cavity without cause and with impunity. We 
